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ABSTRACT: This Generic Platform Independent OS Utility is an interface that is related with the operating 
system and the end user. The role the interface plays is that of a Graphical interface that comes up with 
command line where a pre defined set of commands are allowed to be executed. The command line is similar to 
that of a DOS command line where the users are allowed to type the commands. The application also has a GUI 
representation where without remembering the commands the user can still run the commands. The created 
Virtual OS should be able to function on any OS providing the support to the end user to adapt to one 
environment but perform tasks that are supported by different environments. It should provide us with User 
friendly environment to understand and implements commands. It should carry common properties such as 
having a built in editor to create and edit files, history of Commands are executed, to run multiple application 
from a single command line and other common tasks 
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I . INTRODUCTION 
This Virtual Operating System application is an interface that is related with the operating system and 

the end user. The role of the interface plays is that of a virtual OS that comes up with command line where a tree 
defined set of commands are allowed to be executed .The command line is similar to that  of a DOS command 
line where the users are allowed to type the commands When compared to training a end user on a package that 
is available across various operating systems. The end user is initially trained in the area of the OS, and then on 
the package. Commands that are pertaining to the trainee are available in each OS. But has either the parameters 
differing are the command itself different. For example a command like Doskey that is available & functionally 
in the windows is unavailable on UNIX. This problem has made the end user to learn different commands for 
each OS. The Virtual OS addresses this problem and creates a set of common commands that are requires for 
the company to trained their end users using a single or common commands facility for providing online help 
and user guide is also provided.The created Virtual OS should be able to function on any OS providing the 
support to the end user to adapt to one environment but perform tasks that are supported by different 
environments. 

It should provide us with User friendly environment to understand and implements commands. It 
should carry common properties such as having a built in editor to create and edit files, history of Commands 
are executed, to run multiple application from a single command line and other commontasks.  

2. SYSTEM ANALYSIS: 

2.1 EXISTING SYSTEM 

This system identifies company trained trainers to trainee the end users on the OS and then on the 
package the company uses. The trained are delivered in groups by different trainers based on trainer’s 
specialization of OS. As the number of trainers required is more, the present system involves more payments. 
The period of training also increases and normally stretches to a month before the end users work upon the 
package. Every end user has to be ready to adapt the changes in the OS to work on the package. 

2.2 PROPOSED SYSTEM 

This Virtual Operating System application is an interface that is related with the operating system and 
the end user. The role of the interface plays is that of a virtual OS that comes up with command line where a tree 
defined set of commands are allowed to be executed. The command line is similar to that of a DOS command 
line where the users are allowed to type the commands. 

When compared to training an end user on a package that is available across various operating systems. 
The end user is initially trained in the area of the OS, and then on the package. Commands that are pertaining to 
the trainee are available in each OS. But has either the parameters differing are the command itself different. For 
example a command like Doskey that is available & functionally in the windows, is unavailable on UNIX. This 
problem has made the end user to learn different commands for each OS. The Virtual OS addresses this problem 
and creates a set of common commands that are requires for the company to trained their end users using a 
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single or common commands facility for providing online help and user guide is also provided.The created 
Virtual OS should be able to function on any OS providing the support to the end user to adapt to one 
environment but perform tasks that are supported by different environments. 

It should provide us with User friendly environment to understand and implements commands. It 
should carry common properties such as having a built in editor to create and edit files, history of Commands 
are executed, to run multiple application from a single command line and other common tasks. 

3.  MODULES: 

The system is proposed to have the following modules:             1.Environment & User Interface 

2.File system maintenance Module 

3.Network management Module 

4.CCoommmmaanndd  lliinnee  ssuurrffiinngg  mmoodduullee  

55..Command-line editor and file handler module 

3.1Environment & User Interface  

The module deals with providing security to the application and creating the user interface. The 
security section identifies a valid user who is allowed to work on the application. The user has a facility to 
change his password. The user interface section is responsible to provide the required screens to allow the end 
user to work on the application. It provides a shell from where the end user executes the commands. 

3.2File System maintenance Module 

This module provides and organizes commands that are pertaining to the maintenance of the files and 
directories. The user is allowed to execute commands that can create, change and remove directories. A user can 
identify and kill the files. A facility to rename and copy the file from the shell is also provided. Information 
about the OS is also retrieved.  

3.3Network management Module 

This module provides a rich set of commands that can be used to execute on the Network configuration 
of the system. It can locate the availability of a remote URL. It can check the internet protocol of any 
site/domain. A facility to provide information about a site is also included 

3.4Command line Surfing Module 

This module provides a facility to provide an editor from the command line that can be able to create, 
edit and delete files. A sort filter is created to sort the parameters specified. You can locate files using the file 
command, change the prompt when required and retrieve date & time. A facility to display the memory settings 
is also specified. 

3.5Command-line editor and file handler module 

This module controls the display settings. A user is allowed to switch to various combinations of 
supported mono colors. It also helps with a command line help so as to enable the user to identify how a 
command can be used. A user guide in the form of HTML is also provided. 

  4. REQUIREMENT SPECIFICATIONS: 

Software Requirements 
Operating System  : Any 32 Bit OS 
Language  : Java 
 
Hardware Requirements (Minimum) 
Processor  : PIV 
Ram   : 256 Mb 
Hard Disk  : 4 Gb space 
Monitor   : VGA Color (256) 
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5. SOFTWARE DESIGN 

5.1 DATAFLOW DIAGRAMS 

A data flow diagram is graphical tool used to describe and analyze movement of data through a system. 
These are the central tool and the basis from which the other components are developed. The transformation of 
data from input to output, through processed, may be described logically and independently of physical 
components associated with the system. These are known as the logical data flow diagrams. The physical data 
flow diagrams show the actual implements and movement of data between people, departments and 
workstations. A full description of a system actually consists of a set of data flow diagrams. Each component in 
a DFD is labeled with a descriptive name. Process is further identified with a number that will be used for 
identification purpose. The development of DFD’S is done in several levels. Each process in lower level 
diagrams can be broken down into a more detailed DFD in the next level. 

The top-level diagram is often called context diagram. It consists a single process bit, which plays vital 
role in studying the current system. The process in the context level diagram is exploded into other process at 
the first level DFD.The idea behind the explosion of a process into more process is that understanding at one 
level of detail is exploded into greater detail at the next level. This is done until further explosion is necessary 
and an adequate amount of detail is described for analyst to understand the process.Larry Constantine first 
developed the DFD as a way fo expressing system requirements in a graphical form, this lead to the modular 
design.A DFD is also known as a “bubble chart” has the purpose of clarifying system requirements and 
identifying major transformations that will become programs in system design. So it is the starting point of the 
design to the lowest level of detail. A DFD consists of a series of bubbles joined by data flows in the system. 

5.2 CONTEXT LEVEL DIAGRAM: 
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5.3 LOGIN DFD DIAGRAM 

 

6. UML DIAGRAMS 

6.1 USE CASE DIAGRAM 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

System

user

Admin

File Transaction

Network commands

Environmental or GUI commands

utilization

command editor via GUI

user manipulations

system

datafile
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6.2. CLASS DIAGRAM 

 
6.3 SEQUENCE DIAGRAMS: 

6.3.1 Sequence diagram for Login: 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 : user
D:VOE V:UI

Login

Req loginID & Pwd

submit ID & Pwd

Cmds/Logout

ID & Pwd

Status
Verify
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6.3.2Sequence Diagram for Basic Commands: 

 
6.3.3Sequence Diagram for File Management: 

 
 

 

U s e r
U : U I B : B a s i c

c m d  re q

r e q  c m d s

p r o m p t  c m d

c l s

d i r

c u r r e n t  d i r  l i s t i n g

c o p y  f i l e

f i l e  c o p i e d / fa i l e d  t o  c o p y

r e n a m e  f i l e

q u i t

l o g o u t

d a t e

c u r r e n t  d a t e

c l e a r  s c r e e n

r e n a m e d / fa i l e d

l o c a l

t i m e  &  d a t e

v e r i f y

v e r i f y

v e r i f y

v e r i f y

user
U:UI F:FILE 

Maintainance
c md req

req cmd

prompt cmd

run app

execute appli failed

edit file

open text editors /failed

save file

saved file/failed

help

manual

check app

fi le ex i ts

create file
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 6.3.4 Sequence Diagram for Network Commands: 

 
6.3.5 Sequence Diagram for Display change Commands: 

 

 

 

use r
U:UI N:Netwo rk

cm d req

req cm d

prom pt cm ds

IP

Ip info for  h os t

url info

do main info

who is

N/W  m achine i dentif icati on

address

dom ain

ip &  nam e

user
U:UI O:other

cmd req

req cmd

prompt cmds

sort entities

sorted order

change video color

for eground/background colors

prompt

new prompt

rearrange

apply new color

change prompt
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6.4 COLLABORATION DIAGRAMS 

6.4.1Collaboration Diagram for Login: 

 

1. Login 
2. Req LoginID & Pwd  
3. Submit ID & Pwd  
4. ID & pwd  
5. Verify 
6. Status 
7. Cmds/Logout 

6.4.2 Collaboration Diagram for Basic Commands 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

D:VOE

 : user

V:UI

1: 

2: 

3: 

4: 

5: 

6: 

7: 

user

U:UI

F:FILE 
Maintainance

5: check app
8: file exits

11: create file

1: cmd req

2: req cmd

3: prompt cmd
6: execute appli failed

9: open text editors/failed
12: saved file/failed

14: manual

4: run app
7: edit file

10: save file
13: help
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6.4.3 Collaboration Diagram for File Management: 

 

6.4.5 Collaboration Diagram for Network Commands: 

 

 

 

 

 

User CCLI DataFile

1 : open file req()

2 : it prompts for filename()

3 : enter filename()

4 : verify for file()

5 : return status()

6 : load file content()

7 : load error message()

user

U:UI

N:Network

5: address
8: domain

12: ip & name

1: cmd req

2: req cmd

3: prompt cmds
6: Ip info for host
9: domain info

11: N/W machine identification

4: IP
7: url info
10: who is
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   6.4.6 Collaboration Diagram for Display change Commands 

 

6.4.7   ACTIVITY DIAGRAM 

 

 

 

 

 

O:other

user

U:UI

1: cmd req

2: req cmd
3: prompt cmds

4: sort entities

5: rearrange6: sorted order

7: change video color
8: for eground/background colors

9: apply new color

10: prompt

11: change prompt
12: new prompt
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8.3  TEST CASES 

Test Case 1: Login Module 

File Name : Login.java 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Test Case 2: New User 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Test 
no 

Inputs Expected 
Behavior 

Observed 
Behavior 

Status  

P-
passed 

 F-
Failed 

1 Empty 
Requirement 
Field 

An 
appropriate 
error 
message 
should be 
displayed 
and user 
should not 
allow to 
login. 

 
 
do- 

          

         
p 

2 Wrong 
Username 
and/or 
wrong 
Password 

An 
appropriate 
error 
message 
should be 
displayed 
and user 
should not 
allowed to 
login. 

           -do-  

         
p 

3 Correct 
Username 
and 

Password 

User 
should be 
allowed to 
login 

           -do-  

         
P 

Test 
no 

Inputs Expected 
Behavior 

Observed Behavior Status 

1 Enter wrong 
password at 
confirm password 

An appropriate 
error message 
should be 
displayed and new 
user will not be 
created 

 
       -do- 

 
           
p 

2 Enter correct 
details 

A new user gets 
created 
successfully 

    
          -do- 

            
   p  
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9.  OUTPUT SCREENS: 

9.1Admin login: 

 

9.2 Admin Main Form: 

 

9.3 User Login Form: 
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9.4 User Login Form: 

 

9.5 To Create A New File: 
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9.6 To Open A File: 

 

9.7 Copy /Move a File: 

 

9.8 To Kill a File: 
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9.9 Displays Files: 

 

9.10 Start a New process: 

 

9.11 Checks System Memory: 
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9.12 Checks for a system in the network: 

 

 

9.13 Create a new user: 
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9.14 Change password: 

 

 

9.15 Deleting a user 
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9.16Terminal prompt:        

 

9.17 Command list: 
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9.18 Help command: 

 

9.19 cd command: 
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9.20 Changing to the root directory: 

 

9.21 Changing  to a  sub directory: 
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9.22 Converting  to edit mode: 

 

9.23 Saving the text file: 

 

9.24 Exiting from edit mode: 
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9.25 Getting information about OS: 

 

9.26 Getting information about a particular domain: 

 

9.27 Changing the prompt:  
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9.28 Getting the ip address of a domain: 

 

9.28 Exit message: 

 

10. CONCLUSION: 

 It has been a great pleasure for me to work on this challenging paper. I hope this application can 
be used extensively in the IT/BPO companies to train the people who works on different operating systems. As 
it has got very user friendly look and feel, it will be definitely succeeded in the market as a product. As it has got 
very user friendly look and feel, it will be definitely succeeded in the market as a product. This application can 
be extended so that it will give maximum performance including the security related aspects, resulting releasing 
of this application as a product in the open market. As it has got very user friendly look and feel, it will be 
definitely succeeded in the market as a product.Virtual operating system can be used in various colleges and 
universities instead of the OS they use. It can be extended to big industries where training for the fresher is 
mandatory.  
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